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We introduce, and investigate, a rankingmethodologywhichmaybe
of interest in sports like tennis. The approachmay also be of interest
in decision-making situations based on pairwise comparisons. The
method is based on linear algebra and one computes a score for
each player by solving a certain linear system of equations – from
these scores one finds the ranking. The input is a set of matches,
and weights representing the importance of the matches; this is
represented by a weighted directed graph. We prove a number of
propertiesof themethod, includinguniquenessof scores, connection
toM-matrices and combinatorial interpretations. A case study from
ranking in professional tennis is discussed in detail.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce a linear algebra basedmethod for ranking players/teams in sports based
on match statistics. In particular, the approach may be of interest in tennis as discussed below. More-
over, rather similar problems arise in other decision-making contexts where ones seeks a ranking
among a set of alternatives given certain pairwise comparisons as in the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP method), see [8,12]. Related work on ranking and pairwise comparison matrices are found in
[7,6]. Googles’ PageRank method shows that the application of linear algebra to ranking methodology
may be a great success, see [11].
There is a considerable interest in different sports ranking methods. In [2] two different matrix-
basedmethod for the ranking of college football teams are presented, one is the Colley’smatrixmethod
and the other is based the AHP method. The recent paper [10] presents an extension of Google’s
PageRankmethod to the ranking of football teams. Thismethod, called theGeM, forms a team-by-team
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weighted adjacencymatrix containing the score-difference in all thematches played between pairs of
teams.Thismatrix ismodified intoastochasticmatrixandtheGeMmethod is tocalculate thestationary
distribution of the corresponding Markov chain, i.e., the unique positive eigenvector corresponding
to the dominant eigenvalue of 1. See [10] for further details, and also for a brief presentation of other
matrix based sports ranking methods.
We now introduce the framework for our ranking methodology. Consider a set V of n players and
a set ofmmatches between these players. In each match exactly one of the two players won (so there
is no draw). This information is represented by a directed graph G = (V, E) where the vertex set V
corresponds to the n players, one vertex for each player, and the directed edges represent thematches.
If players i and j played a match where iwon, the graph contains an edge (i, j), while if i lost, the edge
(j, i) is present. If there is no edge between i and j, it means that these two players have not played
each other. In order to allow for multiple matches between two players, we associate a nonnegative
number aij to each edge (i, j) ∈ E, and this is defined as the number of matches between i and jwhere
player iwon. The graph Gwill be called thematch graph. We remark that the mentioned GeMmethod
[10] is also based on forming an adjacency matrix derived from match statistics, and both methods
end up solving linear systems of equations. However, otherwise themethods, and the associated linear
systems, are quite different.
Let A = [aij] be the n × n matrix whose entry in position (i, j) is aij . We call A a match matrix.
All the diagonal entries of A are zero. In the special case where each pair of players have played each
other exactly once, the resulting match matrix A is a tournament matrix, i.e., it is a (0, 1)-matrix
with zero diagonal where aij + aji = 1 for each pair i, j of (distinct) players. In sports a tournament
matrix represents the outcome of a round-robin tournament. See [3] for a comprehensive treatment
of tournament matrices. Thus, a match matrix generalizes a tournament matrix. Moreover, if at most
one match has been played between each pair of players, then A is the adjacency matrix of the graph
G. In general, we may view A as the weighted incidence matrix of the graph G equipped with edge
weights aij (i, j ≤ n).
The goal is to compute a score for each player based on the match matrix A and information about
the importance of each match (a specified number, see Section 2). A main idea of the method is to
take into account the quality of the players that each player has defeated. In Section 2 the details of
this method are described along with an analysis of the mathematical properties and computational
aspects of this method. Some further combinatorial properties are discussed in Section 3. In particular
we show the existence of unique scores for the players under weak, and natural, assumptions. Finally,
in Section 4 we discuss a case study from professional tennis (ATP) where our ranking method is
compared to the current ATP ranking system.
Notation: The transpose of a matrix B is denoted by BT . We let O denote an all zeros matrix, and B ≤ C
denotes componentwise inequality for matrices B = [bij] and C = [cij] of the same size (bij ≤ cij for
all i, j).
2. The ranking method and its properties
We present the details of our ranking method, and derive some of its properties.
2.1. The score equations
LetM be the set of matches considered.M may be partitioned into
M = ⋃
i =j
M(i, j)
whereM(i, j) is the set of matches in which player i defeated player j. Thus, |M(i, j)| = aij ≥ 0 (note
thatM(i, j)may be empty). Associated with eachmatchm ∈ M is a number βm ≥ 0, called theweight
of m, which measures the importance of match m. In Section 4 we explain how this weight may be
determined in (professional) tennis.
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The ranking method finds a score xi for each player i ≤ n. These scores are determined by a linear
system of equations containing one equation for each player. Let α ≥ 0 be a fixed number; its role and
possible value will be discussed below. We call a vector x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ IRn a score vector if it
satisfies the following system of linear equations
xi =
∑
j =i, m∈M(i,j)
(βm + αxj) (i ≤ n). (1)
This system may be interpreted as follows. Consider a fixed player i, and assume that all the other
scores xj (j = i) were known. Then Eq. (1) says that the score xi of player i is the sum of two terms
taken over all matches that player i has won. These two terms are
(i) the weight bm of each matchm, and
(ii) the bonusα xj which is a percentage of the score of the opponent j that player i defeated inmatch
m.
Thus, the proposed ranking method is to
• find consistent scores so that the score of each player i is the sum of weights and bonuses of the matches
that player i has won.
The actual ranking is then determined by arranging the scores in nonincreasing order; the player with
highest score is ranked first etc.
The number α is a bonus parameter and it reflects how much emphasis one puts on the quality of
the opponent that was defeated (here “quality” means the score). Note that letting α = 0 corresponds
to removing the bonus points, and then the scores computed from (1) are simply the total weight of
the won matches, for each player. By increasing α one introduces more influence of the strength of
opponents that are defeated. The presence of the parameter α gives an important flexibility in this
rankingmethod. There is no “correct choice” ofα, but we shall return to a discussion of a natural range
for α.
2.2. Unique score vector
A basic question is whether a score vector satisfying (1) really exists and, if so, whether it is unique.
To answer these questions we first rewrite system (1) as follows
xi = ∑j =i, m∈M(i,j)(βm + αxj)
= bi + α∑j =i, m∈M(i,j) xj
where bi := ∑j =i, m∈M(i,j) βm is the total weight of the matches that player i has won.
From this it follows that (1) may be written in matrix form as
x = αAx + b (2)
where A is thematchmatrix (see Section 1), x is the score vector (a column vector), and b is the column
vector whose ith component is bi. We call Eq. (2) the score equations. This is an n × n linear system of
equations.
Define the matrix Cα = I − αA, where I is the n× n identity matrix. Then the score equations may
be written as
Cαx = b.
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The coefficient matrix Cα has some interesting, and useful, properties. Recall that a square matrix
F is called an M-matrix [9] if F = sI − H for some nonnegative matrix H and s > ρ(H) where ρ(H)
is the spectral radius of H, i.e., ρ(H) = max{|λ| : λ is an eigenvalue of G}. M-matrices arise in many
applications (science, engineering, economics) and there is a rich theory for this matrix class, see [1]
for a comprehensive treatment.
Define now
γA = min{max
i
ri(A),max
i
si(A)} (3)
where ri(A) and si(A) are the ith row sum and ith column sum of thematchmatrix A. Note that ri(A) is
the total number of matches won by player i, while si(A) is the total number of matches lost by player
i.
The followingresult is fundamental forour rankingmethodas it shows theexistenceanduniqueness
of the score vector under a certain assumption.
Theorem 1. Let 0 ≤ α < 1/γA where γA is given in (3). Then the following holds:
(i) Cα is an M-matrix, in particular, it is invertible and has a non-negative inverse.
(ii) There is a unique solution x of the score equations (2), and this vector satisfies x ≥ b.
Proof. (i) We have Cα = I −αAwhere A ≥ O. Thus, in order to show that Cα is anM-matrix, we need
to estimate ρ(A). Since each diagonal element of A is zero, it follows from Gerschgorin’s theorem (see
[5,9]), that each eigenvalue of A is contained is the circle disc in the complex plane having the origin
as its center and radius maxi ri. Since A and A
T have the same eigenvalues, all eigenvalues are also
contained in the circle disc around the origin with radius maxi si. So ρ(A) ≤ min{maxi ri,maxi si} =
γA, and therefore
ρ(αA) = αρ(A) ≤ αγA < 1.
This shows that Cα is anM-matrix and, by general theory ofM-matrices (see [1,9]), it follows that Cα
is invertible and that its inverse is nonnegative, which proves (i).
(ii) The uniqueness follows directly from (i) as Cα is invertible, and x = C−1α b. Moreover, as C−1α ≥ O
and b ≥ O, it follows that x ≥ O. But then x = αAx + b ≥ b as desired. 
We now discuss the condition αγA < 1 in Theorem 1. It assures that ρ(αA) < 1, i.e., that the
matrix αA is convergent (which we return to below). However, αγA < 1 is not simply a technical
assumption; it can be justified in our model in the following way. Consider a player j. This player has
lost sj matches, and his contribution j to the other players scores (in terms of bonuses) is
j =
∑
i
(αaijxj) = αxj
∑
i
aij = αxjsj.
Now, it is reasonable that j < xj , i.e., the player increases the other players scores by an amount
which is less than his own score. Thus, αxjsj < xj , so (then xj must be positive and) αsj < 1. Since
this should hold for all j, we obtain αmaxj sj < 1. This indicates that a reasonable choice of α, in our
ranking method, should satisfy α < 1/(maxj sj) ≤ 1/γA. Therefore, Theorem 1 covers the interesting
cases when it comes to reasonable choices of the parameter α. Moreover, from this discussion we see
that by choosing
α < p/γA
where p ≤ 1 is a given number, one assures that no player contributes bonus points that aremore than
p times his score to any other player’s score. This may be used as a practical guideline for selection of
the value of α.
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Example 1. Consider the smallest interesting case when there are two players (n = 2). Assume the
match matrix is
M =
⎡
⎣ 0 1
1 0
⎤
⎦ .
so the players have played twomatches against each other, andwon onematch each. Let bi be the total
weight obtained by player i (i = 1, 2), and assume b1 ≥ b2 which means that player 1 won the more
important match. Let α < γA = 1. Then the score equations are
x1 = αx2 + b1
x2 = αx1 + b2.
The unique solution is
x1(α) = (b1 + αb2)/(1 − α2)
x2(α) = (b2 + αb1)/(1 − α2)
where we write xi = xi(α) (i = 1, 2) to indicate the dependence on α. This gives the following ratio
between the scores
r(α) := x1(α)
x2(α)
= b1 + αb2
b2 + αb1
This ratio r(α) is a decreasing function of α and r(0) = b1/b2. Moreover, limα→1 r(α) = 1 so, in
the limit, as the weight α is large, the two scores become equal. These are natural properties in this
ranking method.
We also mention a variation of our ranking problem. Assume that the players enter the ranking
problemwith an initial score, say player j has initial score b0j (j ≤ n). For instance, in tennis, this could
be the score of players from the previous time period, before the new matches are played and taken
into account for calculating the new scores. This extension is handled in our model by simply adding
b0j to each right-hand side bj . Alternatively, this corresponds to adding an artificial player who looses
one match of weight b0j to each player j; this artificial player will then receive the score 0.
2.3. Computational methods
There are several methods for solving the score equations (1) efficiently. For instance, the problem
is well suited for a simple iterative algorithm
xk+1 = αAxk + b (k = 0, 1, . . .) (4)
where x0 is some initial vector. This method corresponds to the classical Jacobi method applied to the
linear system Cαx = b. From general theory (see e.g. [9]) it follows that this method is convergent
when αρ(A) < 1, and as shown in Theorem 1 this happens if α < 1/γA. Moreover, the asymptotic
rate of convergence R is R = − log10 ρ(αA) = − log10 α− log10 ρ(A), so, roughly, one can expect R
additional correct digits in each component for every iteration.
There are several other iterativemethods that are, formost problems, faster than the Jacobimethod,
such as Gauss–Seidel and SOR methods. We refer to [9] for a discussion of these methods. Adapting
these methods to fit the score equations should be a routine matter.
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The score equations may also be solved by direct methods, like Gaussian elimination. Actually, for
the size of interest here with the number of players n being a few hundreds or maybe one thousand,
most solvers based onGaussian eliminationwill solve the problem easily and very fast (a second or so).
Therefore, in the computational experiments discussed below we use the direct methods in Matlab
for solving the score equations.
3. The score equations and a special case
In this section we discuss the combinatorial contents of the score equations. Moreover, a special
case of single-elimination tournaments is studied.
3.1. Combinatorial interpretations
Consider the coefficient matrix Cα = I − αA of the score equations. Assume that αρ(A) < 1. Then
Cα is invertible and its inverse is the sum of the Neumann series I + αA + α2A2 + · · · (see [9]), i.e.
C−1α = (I − αA)−1 = I + αA + α2A2 + α3A3 + · · · (5)
This result leads to an insight into the structure of the score equations. Recall that A is the weighted
incidence matrix of the graph G, so aij is the number of parallel arcs from i to j (i, j ≤ n). Then the
powers of A contain information about the number of walks in this graph. Recall that a walk P is a
sequence
P : e1, e2, . . . , es
of consecutive edges such that the terminal vertex of edge ep is the initial vertex of edge ep+1 (p < s).
We say that such a walk is from i to j where i is the initial vertex of e1 and j is the terminal vertex of
es. The length l(P) of this walk P is the number s of edges. We also allow a walk with no edges (from i
to i). Let the (i, j)’th entry of the power matrix Ak be denoted by a
(k)
ij . Then a
(k)
ij equals the number of
distinct walks of length k from vertex i to vertex j in G (see [4]) where we here let G have auv parallel
and distinct edges from u to v. Let Pij denote the set of walks from i to j in G.
We now obtain the following theorem which gives a combinatorial interpretation of the entries in
the inverse matrix C−1α .
Theorem 2. Assume that αρ(A) < 1 (which holds if α < 1/γA), so Cα is invertible, and let C
−1
α =[dij(α)]. Then
dij(α) =
∑
P∈Pij
αl(P) (i, j ≤ n).
Proof. This follows by combining the interpretation of entries in Ak with the Neumann series (5) of
C−1α . 
From this we may describe the score vector, the solution x = C−1α b of the score equations, com-
binatorially as follows. We use the convention that 00 = 1 in the formula below (which occurs if
α = 0).
Corollary 3. Assume that αρ(A) < 1, and let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) be the unique solution of the score
equations (2). Then
xi =
n∑
j=1
bj
∑
P∈Pij
αl(P) (i ≤ n).
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This shows that the score xi of player i is the sum of his/her total match score bi (corresponding to
the trivial walkwith no edges) and the bonus scorewhich is a contribution from all other players that i
has beaten, and those players that they again have beaten etc. These additional contributions, however,
are damped by the factor αl(P) where the exponent is the length of the “win sequence” that the walk P
represents. The contribution of player j to the score of player i is bj dij(α)where dij(α) = ∑P∈Pij αl(P).
3.2. Single-elimination tournaments
We now consider a special case where the match graph has a certain interesting structure which
may occur in sports ranking, e.g., in tennis.
As a specific example consider a situation with n = 27 = 128 players that take part in a single-
elimination tournament (also called a cup). According to a draw a tableau is set up with 64 first round
matches. The winner in each of these matches progresses into the second round while the looser is
out of the tournament. These 64 winners pair up (according to the draw) in 32 second round matches
where, again, only the winners advance into the next round. Eventually, there are four quarter-finals
(the fifth round), then the two semi-finals and the final. The draw is usually made according to rules
with seeding of the best players and the whole tableau is fixed in advance (meaning that there is
not a new draw after each round). The case when the number of players is not a power of 2 is taken
care of by giving some of the players “bye” in the first round so they win without playing a match.
Single-elimination tournaments are used in several sports, e.g., in professional tennis.
We now consider this situation with (for simplicity) n = 2k players for some k ≥ 1 and where
the match graph G = (V, E) is determined by the outcome of one single-elimination tournament
where these n players participate. Since each player, except the tournamentwinner, looses exactly one
match, each vertex G has indegree 1 while the “winner vertex” has indegree 0. Therefore G is a rooted
directed tree. Wemay then order the players v1, v2, . . . , vn such that v1 is the tournament winner, v2
lost in the final, v3 and v4 lost in the semi-finals, v5, v6, . . . , v8 lost in the quarter-finals etc. With this
ordering the corresponding match matrix A = [aij] becomes (strictly) upper triangular, i.e., aij = 0
when i ≥ j. Further, the structure of A may be explained as follows. Let Vr be the set of players that
lost in round r for r = 1, 2, . . . , k. Round k is the final, so Vk = {v2} (the runner-up), Vk−1 = {v3, v4}
etc., so |Vr | = 2k−r . We also let Vk+1 = {v1} (the winner). The vertices (players) are then ordered into
layers
Vk+1, Vk, . . . , V1
with some (arbitrary) ordering of the vertices within each layer Vr . Consider a row in A corresponding
to a player in Vr (so the player lost in round r). This row contains r − 1 ones; there is a 1 in a column
corresponding to Vs for s = r − 1, r − 2, . . . , 1.
Example 2. Let k = 3, i.e., there are n = 23 = 8 players, and let the results of the tournament be as
shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. The results of a tournament with 8 players.
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The players may now be ordered as follows: 1, 8, 6, 3, 5, 4, 7, 2. The first four rows of the corre-
sponding match matrix A are
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The remaining four rows are zero rows.
Consider again thegeneral situationof a single-elimination tournament.Wemay thenfindexplicitly
the solution of the score equations (2). If G contains a path P from vertex (player) i to j (and i = j), we
write j ≺ i (indicating a partial order) and let ij denote the length of this unique path P.
Corollary 4. Let G = (V, E) be the match graph of a single-elimination tournament. Then, for any α ≥ 0,
the unique solution x of the score equations (2) is given by
xi = bi +
∑
j: j≺ i
αij bj (i ≤ n).
Proof. Since the match matrix A is strictly upper triangular, 0 is the only eigenvalue, so ρ(A) = 0.
We may then apply Corollary 3 and using the special structure the rooted directed tree G, the result
follows. 
For instance, in Example 2 above we obtain from Corollary 4 that the score of player 8 is
x8 = b8 + αb3 + α2(b2 + b7)
where xj is the score of player j in the original ordering, see Fig. 1.
4. Tennis ranking
We illustrate our method by an application to professional tennis ranking in a simplified case. First
we give a brief background in the ranking system used by the ATP1 (as of December 2009), the men’s
professional tennis association.
Inmen’s professional tennis, run by the ATP, players earn ranking points throughout the year based
on their tournament results. In a tournament the points a player receives is determined by how far he
reaches (which round). These points are accumulated by summing up the points for the last 52 weeks.
“Older points” are no longer valid. Tournaments are divided into different categories. On the top are
the four Grand Slam tournaments:Wimbledon, the US Open, the French Open (Roland Garros) and the
AustralianOpen. Ineachof these thewinnergets2000pointswhileeachplayer loosing inearlier rounds
get decreasing points depending onwhich roundhe reached. Below theGrand Slam tournaments there
are eight ATPWorld TourMasters 1000 tournaments (the winner gets 1000 points), several ATPWorld
Tour 500 tournaments (the winner gets 500 points) plus some other smaller tournaments. Finally, the
season is concludedwith the ATPWould Tour Final where the 8 best players compete andmore points
may be earned, see below. By the way, the players also get some money. As an example, the winner of
Wimbledon 2009 (Roger Federer) received £ 850,000 in prize money! All results in Grand Slam and
ATP Master 1000 tournaments count along with a certain number of tournaments in the remaining
categories. Table 1 shows the ATP points received depending on which rounds the player reaches for
1 Association of Tennis Professionals.
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Table 1
ATP rankings points 2009.
Category W F SF QF R16 R32 R64 R128
Grand Slam 2000 1200 720 360 180 90 45 10
ATP Masters 1000 1000 600 360 180 90 45 10
ATP 500 500 300 180 90 45 (20)
the mentioned main tournament categories. The columns indicate W (winning the tournament), F
(final loss), SF (semi-final loss), QF (quarter-final loss), R16 (round of 16 loss) etc. For instance, in a
Grand Slam tournament, like Wimbledon, one receives 250 points for reaching the quarter-final (and
loosing there) and 450 points for reaching the semi-final.
We now turn to our case study. During the period November 22–29, 2009 the ATPWorld Tour Final
was held in London. This final was a playoff where the 8 best players participated. The table in figure
shows the top 9 players, their ranking and ATP ranking points immediately before the ATP Final:
Ranking Player ATP points
1 Federer, Roger (SUI) 10,150
2 Nadal, Rafael (ESP) 9,205
3 Djokovic, Novak (SRB) 7,910
4 Murray, Andy (GBR) 6,630
5 Del Potro, Juan Martin (ARG) 5,985
6 Roddick, Andy (USA) 4,410
7 Davydenko, Nikolay (RUS) 3,630
8 Verdasco, Fernando (ESP) 3,300
9 Söderling, Robin (SWE) 3,010
Unfortunately, Andy Roddick, number six at that point, had to withdraw from the playoff due to an
injury, so the other 8 players on the list above participated. The players were divided into two groups,
group A and group B, and in each group each pair of players met once (round-robin). Based on these
group matches the two best players in the groups advanced into the semifinals and the winners there
played the final. The results were:
Group A Group B
Murray – del Potro: 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 Söderling – Nadal: 6-4, 6-4
Federer – Verdasco: 4-6, 7-5, 6-1 Djokovic – Davydenko: 3-6, 6-4, 7-5
del Potro – Verdasco: 6-4, 3-6, 7-6 Söderling – Djokovic: 7-6, 6-1
Federer – Murray: 3-6, 6-3, 6-1 Davydenko – Nadal: 6-1, 7-6
Murray – Verdasco: 6-4, 6-7, 7-6 Djokovic – Nadal: 7-6, 6-3
del Potro –Federer: 6-2, 6-7, 6-3 Davydenko – Söderling: 7-6, 4-6, 6-3
Both groups were close and, based on these results, Federer and del Potro proceeded from Group A
while Söderling and Davydenko proceeded from Group B. The results in the semi-finals and the final
were:
Semi-final Davydenko – Federer 6-2, 4-6, 7-5
Semi-final del Potro – Söderling 6-7, 6-3, 7-6
Final Davydenko – del Potro 6-3, 6-4
So the playoff winner was N. Davydenko. Let us now look at the ranking points. In the playoff a win
in a group match gave 200 points, a semi-final win gave 400 points, and winning the final gave 500
more points. Therefore the players earned the following ATP points during the week of the final:
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Player Playoff points
Federer, Roger (SUI) 400
Nadal, Rafael (ESP) 0
Djokovic, Novak (SRB) 400
Murray, Andy (GBR) 400
Del Potro, Juan Martin (ARG) 800
Davydenko, Nikolay (RUS) 1300
Verdasco, Fernando (ESP) 0
Söderling, Robin (SWE) 400
These playoff points were then added to the ATP points before the playoffs and this resulted in
the following list showing the final ranking and ranking points for the ATP 2009 season for the top 9
players:
Ranking Player ATP points
1 Federer, Roger (SUI) 10,550
2 Nadal, Rafael (ESP) 9,205
3 Djokovic, Novak (SRB) 8,310
4 Murray, Andy (GBR) 7,030
5 Del Potro, Juan Martin (ARG) 6,785
6 Davydenko, Nikolay (RUS) 4,930
7 Roddick, Andy (USA) 4,410
8 Söderling, Robin (SWE) 3,410
9 Verdasco, Fernando (ESP) 3,300
Roger Federer ended as the number 1 player during the 2009 season. (He was also number 1 in
2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 while in 2008 he was number 2 after Nadal!)
Now, let us consider our ranking method applied to the World Tour Final in the following way. We
take the ATP points before the playoffs as given “initial points”. Of course, these points were earned
through a lot of matches during the whole year, but we did not want to look into the complete match
history for this. We then considered the match matrix based on all the matches played during the
playoff, i.e., the 12 group matches and the final 3 matches in semifinals and the final.
Our main concern in this study was to see the effect that the parameter α has on the ranking, and
the ranking points, of the players. Table 2 shows this. Each (vertical) column corresponds to a particular
value of α. On top of the column is η which is defined as η = α/γA = α/3. We varied α by letting
η = 0, 1, . . . , 10. Notice, for each player, how the ranking points increase as η is increased. Here one
may view the increase as “bonuspoints” the player earns due to the quality of the players he defeated.
These bonuspoints increase with η (or α).
The results in Table 2 are indicated in a graphical way in Fig. 2. Here each curve corresponds to a
player and shows his ranking points as a function of η. Notice how some of the curves intersect. For
instance, del Potro passes Murray roughly for η = 0.10, i.e., α = 0.3. Moreover, Davydenko gradually
surpasses all players above him, except Federer and Djokovic. This graphical presentation also shows
the ranking as a function of η, by looking at the intersection of the curves with the vertical line for a
given η.
It remains a practical issue to find reasonable values of α. In our case study, just for the sake of
illustration, we have also considered very large values of α. In a possible concrete application it seems
reasonable to set α in a way that somehow controls how big the bonus points can be compared to the
original points (see our remarks on this in Section 2, just before Example 1).
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Table 2
Ranking points as a function of η.
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.50
Federer 10550 10725 10906 11094 11289 11492 11704 11926 12158 12401 12658
Nadal 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205 9205
Djokovic 8310 8554 8816 9098 9400 9725 1.0074 10450 10854 11290 11759
Murray 7030 7203 7386 7581 7788 8008 8242 8491 8758 9042 9346
del Potro 6785 7081 7392 7721 8068 8433 8819 9227 9657 1.0113 1.0595
Roddick 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410 4410
Davydenko 4930 5442 5980 6547 7144 7773 8437 9137 9877 1.0661 1.1490
Verdasco 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300 3300
Söderling 3410 3706 4011 4325 4650 4987 5338 5703 6085 6484 6904
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Fig. 2. ATP Ranking depending on α.
Finally, to avoid a possible misinterpretation, we do not suggest that the ATP should replace their
ranking system by our method. But hopefully, the approach may have some interest. For instance, a
tennis enthusiast may obtain his “personal ranking” by selecting a value of α. Or one may use the new
ranking as a way of showing which players are on they way up, or down, on the rankings.
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